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BELLEVUE, Wash.--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- CloudSort Corporation – an award winning logistics technology company helping
organizations unlock the potential of the middle mile – today announced it will debut its proprietary reusable smart containers at this
year’s Manifest 2024 conference in Las Vegas.

CloudSort's modular containers are designed to improve how users transport goods - reducing consumables spend while
improving visibility, security and transportation utilization. CloudSort containers deliver value that enhances customer experience
and directly contributes to sustainable shipping.

“At CloudSort, we continually strive to develop the digital and physical tools that enable our clients to improve their proprietary
advantage. These containers represent another move forward in that journey,” says Derek Szopa, Founder and CEO of CloudSort
Corporation. “We offer a simple and transparent subscription model that allows users to align capacity with business needs.”

Derek Szopa, Founder and CEO of CloudSort Corporation, has been selected to speak at Manifest 2024 in Las Vegas Nevada on
February 6, on a panel highlighting Revolutionary Technology from Middle Mile to Last Mile. To meet the executive team and see
their proprietary technology and smart container solutions in action, join us at Manifest 2024 booth #1303 at Caesar’s Forum
in Las Vegas from Feb 5 – Feb 7, 2024.

About CloudSort Corporation

Incorporated in Bellevue, WA in 2019, CloudSort is a technology company that enables organizations to redesign how goods
move through the supply chain. Mr. Szopa’s pioneering vision for the middle mile drives efficiency, flexibility, and scalability. No other
provider offers a standalone, cloud-based sortation software solution that, paired with proprietary smart container solutions,
enables organizations to sort smarter, route better, and unlock competitive advantage across the largest link in the supply chain.
The future of logistics is agile and unbound.
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